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Abstract

Evaluation of open-domain dialogue systems001
is highly challenging and development of bet-002
ter techniques is highlighted time and again as003
desperately needed. Despite substantial efforts004
to carry out reliable live evaluation of systems005
in recent competitions, annotations have been006
abandoned and reported as too unreliable to007
yield sensible results. This is a serious prob-008
lem since automatic metrics are not known to009
provide a good indication of what may or may010
not be a high-quality conversation. Answering011
the distress call of competitions that have em-012
phasized the urgent need for better evaluation013
techniques in dialogue, we present the success-014
ful development of human evaluation that is015
highly reliable while still remaining feasible016
and low cost. Self-replication experiments re-017
veal almost perfectly repeatable results with a018
correlation of r = 0.969. Furthermore, due to019
the lack of appropriate methods of statistical020
significance testing, the likelihood of poten-021
tial improvements to systems occurring due to022
chance is rarely taken into account in dialogue023
evaluation, and the evaluation we propose fa-024
cilitates application of standard tests. Since025
we have developed a highly reliable evalua-026
tion method, new insights into system perfor-027
mance can be revealed. We therefore include a028
comparison of state-of-the-art models (i) with029
and without personas, to measure the contri-030
bution of personas to conversation quality, as031
well as (ii) prescribed versus freely chosen top-032
ics. Interestingly with respect to personas, re-033
sults indicate that personas do not positively034
contribute to conversation quality as expected.035

1 Introduction036

Evaluation of open-domain dialogue is particularly037

challenging and has been cited in high-profile com-038

petitions as a known open problem (Dinan et al.,039

2019). Challenges arise primarily from the fact040

that in real-world conversations there exists such041

a vast number of possible appropriate responses.042

Subsequently, dialogue evaluation that relies on 043

comparison with pre-created reference dialogues 044

incur substantial false-negative rates as many ap- 045

propriate responses are unfairly penalized simply 046

for not corresponding closely with references. In 047

addition, evaluation faces further challenges with 048

respect to the ability to fully take into account dia- 049

logue history.1 050

In this paper, we present a new method of open- 051

domain dialogue evaluation based on human as- 052

sessment of live conversations with models that 053

avoids the need for pre-created reference dialogues 054

and ensures full familiarity with dialogue history, 055

ticking two important boxes in terms of validity. 056

Although live human evaluation of models has the 057

advantage of being highly valid, reliability unfortu- 058

nately cannot be assumed and developing methods 059

of evaluation for language tasks that achieve high 060

rater consistency has been challenging, often result- 061

ing in low levels of agreement between annotators 062

(Finch and Choi, 2020; Callison-Burch et al., 2011, 063

2012; Bojar et al., 2013, 2014; Mehri and Eske- 064

nazi, 2020b). Despite challenges in this respect, 065

our proposed method provides highly reliable eval- 066

uation, achieving a correlation of r = 0.969 in self- 067

replication experiments. Additionally, the evalua- 068

tion can be carried out cheaply and on a large scale 069

through strict quality controlled crowd-sourcing, as 070

well as including score standardization for fairer 071

ranking of competing models. We make the data 072

and code publicly available to aid future research.2 073

2 Problems in Past Evaluations 074

A common issue occurs that can potentially impact 075

the validity of results is filtering the set of systems 076

to be evaluated via automatic metric scores. Since 077

metric scores are known to be a poor substitute 078

for human assessment, this only results in the pos- 079

1The protocol employed in this work was approved by the
ANONYMOUS Research Ethics Committee.

2http://ANONYMOUS
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sibility that the best system according to human080

judges is inadvertently filtered out at this stage.081

For example, ConvAI2 (Dinan et al., 2019) ranked082

models firstly using automatic metrics before top083

models according to metric scores were assessed by084

crowd-sourced workers on Mechanical Turk, while085

similarly in the sixth Dialog System Technology086

Challenge (DSTC6) systems were filtered accord-087

ing to metric scores prior to human evaluation.088

In terms of the live evaluation, competitions such089

as Convai2 report such evaluations as highly chal-090

lenging, with many of the resulting dialogues re-091

ported to be senseless, offensive, or simply not in092

line with instructions and ultimately live evaluation093

results have been discarded.094

Despite challenges, competitions that operate in095

the public domain, making data and evaluation tech-096

niques available to researchers (such as ourselves)097

should be applauded for such efforts.098

On the other hand, competitions that (for one rea-099

son or another) do not release data and evaluation100

techniques into the public domain have reported rel-101

ative success in terms of human evaluation. How-102

ever until such methods can be accessed and in-103

dependently verified through replication studies,104

they will unfortunately have little impact . The first105

Amazon Alexa Socialbot Grand Challenge required106

human assessors to score how coherent and engag-107

ing conversations were on a 1–5 rating scale by108

two distinct groups: volunteer Amazon employees109

(experts), and general Alexa users (crowds) (Ram110

et al., 2018), are reported to achieve a correlation111

of overall scores for the two types of human asses-112

sors at 0.93. The absolute average rating across113

all chatbots was reported to be 20% lower for ex-114

perts compared to general users. In an additional115

effort to evaluate models, conversational user expe-116

rience, coherence, engagement, domain coverage,117

topical diversity, and conversational depth were as-118

sessed (1–5 scale), with combined scores reported119

to correlate with those of general users at r = 0.66.120

In addition to methods and data not being pub-121

licly available, correlations are difficult to interpret122

since no detail is provided about the number of123

judgments on which the correlation is calculated124

for example.125

In addition to competitions that generally aim126

to include human evaluation of systems, automatic127

metrics are often proposed for dialogue evaluation,128

themselves requiring a human evaluation data set129

on which to evaluate the proposed metric. How-130

ever, inappropriate statistics are often applied. For 131

example, Pang et al. (2020) propose a holistic met- 132

ric to automatically evaluate four distinct aspects 133

of dialogue, and a human evaluation experiment 134

is deployed on Mechanical Turk using a 1–5 rat- 135

ing scale. The mean correlation between human 136

assessors is reported as r = 0.61. However, mean 137

correlations are unfortunately difficult to interpret, 138

since correlation coefficients are not additive , aver- 139

ages calculated in the usual way cannot be assumed 140

to reflect central tendency, and unfortunately, the 141

distribution of correlations is not reported (Alexan- 142

der, 1990). 143

Mehri and Eskenazi (2020b) propose USR (Un- 144

Supervised and Reference-free), an unsupervised 145

model that predicts the quality of dialog for a range 146

of criteria using various rating scales: understand- 147

able (0–1 rating scale), natural (1–3), maintains 148

context (1–3), interesting (1–3), uses knowledge (0– 149

1); overall quality (1–5). Despite human evaluation 150

being carried out by experts inter-annotator agree- 151

ment levels varied depending on criteria being mea- 152

sured, ranging from as low as 0.298. Additionally, 153

although correlations between human assessments 154

are reported as significant at p < 0.01, despite such 155

statistics often being reported for correlations, they 156

are unfortunately not very meaningful in terms of 157

their impact on correlation interpretation and can 158

be somewhat misleading. Contrary to common 159

expectations, even small effect sizes (low r) can 160

produce very low p-values (strong significance) in 161

such tests. Aiming to achieve a significant corre- 162

lation is an extremely low bar to reach in terms of 163

consistency, since a low p-value in this case simply 164

rejects the null hypothesis that the correlation is 165

zero. 166

In addition to the above issues, human evaluation 167

of dialogue systems rarely take into account the fact 168

that differences in performance can occur simply 169

by chance. The method of human evaluation we 170

propose provides a means of applying standard 171

tests for statistical significance to avoid concluding 172

differences that are highly likely to have occurred 173

simply by chance. 174

3 Crowd-sourcing Reliable Human 175

Assessment of Open-Domain Dialogue 176

Crowd-sourcing with highly accurate quality con- 177

trol provides a potential mechanism to ensure the 178

three most important criteria that makes an eval- 179

uation meaningful while still remaining feasible: 180
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validity, reliability and scalability. Subsequently,181

we ask crowd-workers to carry out live text-based182

chat with models prior to that same worker also183

rating the quality of the immediately preceding184

conversation.185

3.1 Human Ratings of Dialogue Quality186

A continuous (0–100) rating scale is employed with187

three main motivation points (Graham et al., 2013;188

Mille et al., 2020; Barrault et al., 2020). Firstly,189

continuous scales reduce potential bias when com-190

paring the performance of competing models by191

enabling score standardization. The score distri-192

bution of each human assessor is standardized ac-193

cording to overall mean and standard deviation of194

all ratings provided by that assessor, thus removing195

any adverse effects of those employing overly harsh196

(or indeed lenient) scoring strategies. Secondly, the197

0–100 rating scale allows standard significance198

tests to score distributions of models to help deter-199

mine which models significantly outperform others.200

Thirdly, and possibly most importantly, a continu-201

ous rating scale facilitates highly accurate quality202

control of crowd-sourced workers so that the evalu-203

ation can scale while still maintaining validity at a204

low cost.205

Each human assessor is firstly asked to carry206

out a live conversation with a randomly selected207

model, comprised of a minimum of 10 conversa-208

tional inputs, before rating the quality of the con-209

versation that just took place under a number of210

criteria shown in Figure 1. Note that the measure-211

ment criteria we employed are not immutable and212

we encourage to extend or adjust the criteria for213

future studies as necessary.

Robotic: It was obvious that I was talking to a chat-
bot as opposed to another human user.

Interesting: The conversation with the chatbot was in-
teresting.

Fun: The conversation with the chatbot was
fun/enjoyable.

Consistent: The chatbot was consistent throughout the
conversation.

Fluent: The chatbot’s English was fluent and natu-
ral throughout the conversation.

Repetitive: I felt that the chatbot kept being repetitive
during the conversation.

Topic: The chatbot stays on topic.

Figure 1: Criteria employed to assess models in our
human evaluation in the form of Likert statements; cor-
responding evaluation labels (left) not shown to human
assessors

214

A continuous rating scale is advantageous for 215

several reasons but employment of such a scale 216

raises the question of how it should be labeled. In 217

evaluation of language tasks, adjectival scale la- 218

bels, such as poor, low, medium, high, perfect/ okay, 219

good, excellent, and so on, are often employed 220

despite their likely contribution to annotator incon- 221

sistency (Loukina et al., 2020; Sorodoc et al., 2017). 222

This is despite evidence of adjectival scale labels 223

being problematic in terms of bias resulting from 224

positively and negatively worded items not being 225

true opposites of one another, and items intended 226

to have neutral intensity in fact proving to have 227

specific conceptual meanings. Alexandrov (2010) 228

provides a summary of issues associated with ad- 229

jectival labels. 230

To avoid any such causes of inconsistency, we 231

structure each rating as a simple Likert declara- 232

tive statement and ask human assessors to rate the 233

degree to which they agree with each of these state- 234

ment, making it possible to keep the rating scale 235

constant while only changing the statement for each 236

measurement criteria. We ask judges to rate each 237

conversation under the seven aforementioned mea- 238

surement criteria (Figure 1) along with a continu- 239

ous rating scale labeled only at each extreme with 240

strongly disagree (left); strongly agree (right). 241

3.2 Quality Controlling the Crowd for 242

Open-Domain Dialogue 243

We structure Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) so 244

that a sufficiently rich score distribution is collected 245

from each individual worker who participated, ask- 246

ing each to hold six conversations, comprised of a 247

shuffled arrangement of five dialogue models and 248

a single quality control model. 249

Many approaches to quality controlling the 250

crowd employ gold-standard items as quality 251

checks (Liu et al., 2013; Lasecki et al., 2014). 252

This approach is however highly likely to allow 253

low quality data to pollute the resulting evaluation, 254

since any worker willing to assign high scores to 255

all items will undeservedly pass this check.3 The 256

approach also runs in contrast to our aim of the 257

same individual who took part in a live conversa- 258

tion to also assess its quality, as it relies on the use 259

of pre-created gold standard conversations. 260

Our quality control approach overcomes these 261

challenges by deploying models in live conversa- 262

3Anecdotally, in our experience many workers on crowd-
sourcing platforms attempt this strategy to pass quality checks.
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tions that have known distinct performance lev-263

els instead of asking workers to assess the quality264

of pre-existing known high quality conversations.265

Within a HIT, the five models m can produce some266

quality level of conversation and the model l pro-267

duces known lower quality dialogues (lower than268

the five models). For a single worker who takes269

part in conversations with m and l, we then check270

how consistently the worker rated the conversa-271

tions of l lower than m. This results in a quality272

control mechanism that does not ask workers to be273

consistent with other workers or to correctly rate274

gold standard dialogues but only assesses worker275

consistency by how consistently they distinguish276

between known distinct performance models and277

only with respect to their own conversation ratings.278

From a practical standpoint, creating a low per-279

formance model, l, is additionally far less challeng-280

ing and costly than pre-creating a known set of high281

quality dialogues, and degraded models operate282

fully automatically. Low quality models produce283

outputs via generation of random responses with284

meaning distortion also applied.285

For random response degradation: Low qual-286

ity responses are generated by random sampling287

responses from training set dialogues with the in-288

tention of disregarding any previous input from the289

user, so responses from the model are likely to be290

perceived as low quality since they have low rele-291

vance. To reduce the quality of conversations fur-292

ther, we apply meaning distortion: each response,293

r, is altered to distort its meaning by randomly se-294

lecting a sequence of words within that response295

and replacing it with a sequence of words sam-296

pled from a distinct training set dialogue, with the297

length of the replaced word sequence being deter-298

mined by the number of words in r. The specific299

details are provided in Appendix A.1, and Figure 4300

in Appendix A.4 gives a typical example.301

Hits subsequently consist of a total of six di-302

alogues comprised of five genuine models and a303

single quality control model that generates meaning304

distorted and random responses. Crowd-sourced305

workers converse with each model before rating306

conversation quality (model order is shuffled and307

blind). Statistical significance tests are then applied308

to score distributions of workers for the ratings they309

attributed to ordinary models, m, relative to the low310

quality model, l. The resulting p-value is then em-311

ployed as a means of rating worker consistency,312

and any worker with p >= 0.05 shows no signif-313

icant difference between low and ordinary model 314

quality and is filtered out. 315

3.3 Calculating System-Level Scores 316

Scores are collected from workers who rate models 317

on a 0–100 rating scale, and we refer to these scores 318

as raw scores. Scores for negative attributes, i.e. 319

robotic and repetitive, are then reversed for ease of 320

further comparison, 100 − the original rating. A 321

distribution of scores is extracted for each worker 322

and raw scores are standardized according to each 323

worker’s mean and standard deviation, in order to 324

iron out any differences in worker scoring strategy. 325

Average standardized scores for each criteria are 326

calculated, and an overall score is calculated as the 327

average of all measurement criteria. 328

4 Meta-Evaluation 329

In order to assess the reliability of the proposed 330

method of human evaluation, we carry out a meta- 331

evaluation in which we firstly examine individual 332

human assessor consistency, before conducting a 333

self-replication experiment. A number of models 334

are required to function as a sample set of test sys- 335

tems, and for this purpose we employ available 336

pre-trained models from ParlAI:4 Poly-Encoder 337

Transformer (Humeau et al., 2019), Bi-Encoder 338

Transformer (Dinan et al., 2018), Sequence to Se- 339

quence (Sutskever et al., 2014), Key-Value Mem- 340

ory Networks (Miller et al., 2016), and a LSTM- 341

based Model (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). 342

Within the evaluation setting of ConvAI2, each 343

model is with a persona consisting of approxi- 344

mately five textual statements to emulate a person- 345

ality. However, to increase the number of models 346

and to provide an interesting comparison, we ad- 347

ditionally include a version of each of the above 348

models without any persona, resulting in 10 com- 349

peting models. 350

Hits were posted on the crowd-sourcing platform 351

Amazon Mechanical Turk.5 Firstly, and in order to 352

evaluate the open-domain models in as realistic a 353

setting as possible, we allow workers to choose the 354

topic of conversation and input their chosen topic 355

in a text field. The open nature of conversations 356

should be noted however as something that influ- 357

ences the difficulty of producing consistent results 358

in our self-replication experiment. The fact that we 359

allow human assessors to freely choose the topic 360

4https://www.parl.ai/docs/zoo.html
5http://www.mturk.com
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Topic
Workers Ave. Duration (min) Dialogues

Total Passed Pass Rate Passed Failed All Total Passed Pass Rate

Free Run 1 249 173 69.5% 6.53 7.04 6.68 1,525 1,075 70.5%
Free Run 2 248 139 56.0% 6.87 7.58 7.18 1,480 838 56.6%
Ice-breaker 248 171 69.0% 6.60 6.70 6.63 1,450 1,030 71.0%

Table 1: Numbers of workers who took part in human evaluation of models, average time taken per dialogue in
minutes (min), and total number of dialogues assessed before and after quality control in which workers freely
chose the topic (Free run 1); precisely the same experiment set-up was repeated (Free run 2); where the topic was
prescribed via an ice-breaker statement (Ice-breaker) selected directly from the persona of the model.

of conversation means that differences in ratings361

could result from legitimate differences in perfor-362

mance when different topics are chosen by human363

assessors. We nonetheless test our evaluation al-364

lowing the user to choose the topic as this is part of365

our core aim for developing evaluation of dialogue366

truly in the open domain.367

Besides choosing a topic, we additionally asked368

workers to input their opinion of the topic they369

chose to discuss with models, categorizing the topic370

as either liked, ambivalent about it, or disliked. For371

example, if the topic they chose to discuss was dogs,372

we were curious to know if this was motivated by373

the fact that the worker liked or disliked dogs or374

indeed that they had chosen to discuss something375

they had no particular feeling about. Table 2 shows376

subsequent proportions (%) of workers.6 Perhaps377

unsurprisingly, the vast majority of workers chose378

to discuss something they liked (84% for work-379

ers who passed quality control). Nonetheless 7%380

of good workers were ambivalent about the topic381

they chose and 9% chose a topic they reported as382

disliking.

Free run 1 Free run 2
Pass Fail Pass Fail

Like 83.9 88.6 86.4 93.8
Ambivalent 7.4 3.8 6.2 2.3
Dislike 8.7 7.7 7.4 3.9

Table 2: Proportions (%) of topics that are reported
as liked, ambivalent about or disliked by workers who
passed and failed quality control

383
Table 1 shows the number of workers who partic-384

ipated in the initial data collection run who freely385

chose the topic of conversation with models (Free386

run 1), amounting to 1,525 dialogues × 7 criteria387

= 10,675 human ratings.7 Table 1 also shows the388

proportion of workers who passed quality checks,389

6Figure 5 in Appendix A.4 provides detailed instructions.
7Payment to each worker and the total experiment cost are

provided in Appendix A.2.

numbers of dialogues assessed in total before and 390

after quality filtering, as well as the average time 391

taken for workers to complete a hit and average 392

time taken to assess dialogues. As mentioned pre- 393

viously, we carry out a second data collection run 394

with precisely the same settings (Free run 2) to 395

measure the reliability of results and Table 1 shows 396

equivalent statistics with respect to Free run 2 in 397

which a total of 1,480 dialogues × 7 ratings = 398

10,360 human ratings were collected in total. 399

4.1 Human Assessor Consistency 400

Although the overall aim of our evaluation is to 401

produce reliable results at the system level, which 402

we test later in Section 4.2, we firstly examine rat- 403

ings of workers at the level of individual dialogue 404

ratings. Technically speaking, the most meaningful 405

reliability measures for continuous ratings scales 406

test consistency of aggregate (system-level) results 407

because although a high level of random error is ex- 408

pected in individual continuous rating scale scores, 409

when aggregates are calculated for large samples 410

of ratings, positive and negative error that is truly 411

random effectively cancels itself out, and does not 412

negatively impact consistency. In other words, the 413

rating scale we employ does not rely on consistency 414

on the level of individual ratings. We nonetheless 415

examine individual rater consistency, since it is the 416

standard approach, but keep in mind that results 417

in this part of our meta-evaluation are not crucial 418

when testing reliability for an evaluation carried 419

out via a continuous rating scale where consistency 420

in overall system-level results are more important. 421

The distribution of Pearson correlation coeffi- 422

cients for pairs of workers who assessed the same 423

hit is depicted in Figure 2. As can be seen from Fig- 424

ure 2, the likelihood of agreement between pairs of 425

workers who failed quality control is close to ran- 426

dom as the distribution is approaching uniformity 427

across almost the range of possible coefficients. 428

In contrast, for pairs of workers who pass quality 429
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A 798 0.534 0.564 0.602 0.711 0.863 0.964 −0.038 0.069
B 798 0.419 0.474 0.481 0.614 0.875 0.994 −0.431 −0.075
Ap 707 0.318 0.399 0.372 0.443 0.821 0.404 −0.330 0.116
C 791 0.262 0.491 0.379 0.028 0.636 −0.066 −0.316 0.680
Cp 714 0.189 0.409 0.373 0.159 0.672 −0.114 −0.521 0.349
Bp 707 0.173 0.230 0.197 0.369 0.673 0.320 −0.395 −0.187
D 707 −0.087 −0.190 −0.208 0.166 0.311 0.401 −0.637 −0.449
Dp 798 −0.201 −0.308 −0.234 0.092 0.312 0.025 −0.625 −0.669
Ep 763 −0.217 −0.181 −0.201 −0.196 0.380 −0.455 −0.605 −0.264
E 742 −0.243 −0.165 −0.160 −0.142 0.329 −0.407 −0.745 −0.411

r − 0.969 0.952 0.927 0.899 0.960 0.951 0.646 0.936

Table 3: Average standardized scores for models in initial data collection run; workers were free to choose the topic
of conversation (Free run 1); the correlation (r) between systems in this and a second data collection run distinct
data collection runs; where A=Bi-Encoder Transformer, B=Poly-Encoder Transformer, C=Key-Value Memory
Network, D=Sequence to Sequence, and E=LSTM-based Model; models with p models with a the persona; score
for robotic and repetitive have been reversed; n is number of ratings; models ordered by overall average score.
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Figure 2: Agreement between pairs of human assessors
as measured by the Pearson correlation (r) of ratings
provided by workers who passed (blue) and failed qual-
ity control (orange).

control, the peak of agreement is between an r of430

0.6 and 0.7, showing high agreement in general431

between such annotator pairs.432

Some of the observed disagreement is likely433

to be the result of legitimate differences between434

scores of two workers who chose distinct topics to435

discuss with the same model however, an unavoid-436

able source of inconsistency when testing models437

with respect to the open domain. Interestingly, in438

5% of dialogues, worker pairs assigned the same439

hit happened to both freely choose an identical 440

topic to discuss with the same model. Furthermore, 441

remaining disagreement at the level of individual 442

ratings might not be problematic at the level of 443

overall scores in relation to aggregation of ratings 444

collected on a continuous rating scale. 445

4.2 System-level Consistency 446

Table 3 shows results of the system-level evaluation 447

resulting from the initial data collection run on 448

Mechanical Turk (Free run 1), where competing 449

models are ordered by overall highest average z- 450

score.8 451

Table 3 additionally shows consistency of the 452

evaluation between each experiment run via the 453

Pearson correlation of scores for each measure- 454

ment criteria as well as consistency overall. Across 455

the board, consistency is very high, exceeding a 456

correlation of 0.94 in almost all cases with the ex- 457

ception of robotic which nonetheless achieved a 458

correlation of over 0.7. Besides individual criteria, 459

of crucial importance is the consistency of over- 460

all results, as this is the means by which models 461

would ordinarily be ranked in terms of overall per- 462

formance. As can be observed from Table 3, the 463

correlation reached in terms of overall scores for 464

systems is 0.969, which is very close to a perfect 465

correlation, showing extremely high levels of relia- 466

bility for the evaluation, evidence that the approach 467

8Average standardized scores for models in Free run 2 are
additionally included in Table 8 in Appendix A.4; as well as
equivalent average raw scores for models are in Table 9 in
Appendix A.4.
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A 721 0.552 0.565 0.527 0.873 1.018 1.011 −0.287 0.156
Ap 742 0.422 0.589 0.560 0.518 0.718 0.527 0.009 0.034
B 721 0.376 0.379 0.340 0.634 0.769 0.820 −0.221 −0.087
C 784 0.322 0.615 0.537 0.190 0.631 0.061 −0.344 0.565
Bp 658 0.273 0.406 0.340 0.414 0.633 0.423 −0.369 0.063
Cp 700 0.222 0.402 0.337 0.089 0.654 −0.068 −0.376 0.514
D 728 −0.139 −0.277 −0.204 0.123 0.349 0.295 −0.638 −0.620
Ep 714 −0.198 −0.172 −0.203 −0.054 0.316 −0.343 −0.533 −0.396
E 721 −0.240 −0.125 −0.161 −0.196 0.318 −0.393 −0.631 −0.489
Dp 721 −0.267 −0.426 −0.402 −0.011 0.234 0.000 −0.628 −0.636

r − 0.984 0.967 0.944 0.958 0.951 0.981 0.715 0.950

Table 4: Average standardized scores for models in human evaluation where workers were prescribed an ice-
breaker topic of conversation sampled from the persona of the model; the correlation (r) between these scores and
Free run 1 in Table 3; models are consistent with Table 3; n is number of ratings; models without p did not have a
persona (ice-breaker statement was subsequently unknown to these models)

overcomes substantial challenges with respect to468

annotator consistency and expected difficulties with469

respect to evaluating models in the open domain,470

where assessors are legitimately free to choose dis-471

tinct topics of conversation.472

In any empirical evaluation, statistical signifi-473

cance tests should be applied to take into account474

the fact that small differences in scores between475

systems can occur simply by chance. We provide476

pairwise significance test results in Figure 3, where477

we apply standard significance test, Wilcoxon rank-478

sum to rating distributions for each pair of com-479

peting models for each data collection run, and480

corresponding results for run 2 in Figure 6 in Ap-481

pendix A.4. Results showed a very high proportion482

of identical conclusions, 84%, drawn from pair-483

wise significance tests applied to data from the484

two data collection runs at p < 0.1. Results for485

p < 0.05, additionally showed high correspon-486

dence between pairwise significance test conclu-487

sions, only marginally lower with 82% of the same488

conclusions being drawn for pairs of models in the489

two data collection runs.490

We additionally provide correlations between491

measurement criteria and overall scores in Table 7492

of Appendix A.4.493

5 Persona Contribution to System494

Performance495

Since we have verified the reliability of the human496

evaluation, we take a closer look at the results and497

investigate dialogue quality when models employ a498

persona. Results in Table 3 reveal that (perhaps un-499

expectedly) in general models are either rated more 500

favorably by human assessors when they carry out 501

dialogues without a persona or a tie occurs between 502

models with and without a persona.
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Figure 3: Pairwise significance test results for systems
concluded from Free Run 1, where a colored cell indi-
cates that the system in that row significantly outper-
formed the system in that column

503

6 Evaluating with Prescribed Topics 504

In contrast to the initial experiment in which work- 505

ers were permitted to choose the topic of conver- 506

sation, we further investigate the performance of 507

models in a slightly easier setting where the topic 508

under discussion is known to the model, by select- 509

ing a statement from its persona, which we refer to 510

as an ice-breaker topic statement. An ice-breaker 511

topic statement is then provided to human asses- 512

sors at the beginning of each conversation, and the 513

assessor is instructed to talk about this topic with 514
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FEDm FEDl USR USRm USRc USRf

Overall 0.590 0.530 −0.230 −0.419 0.046 0.205
Interesting 0.028 −0.042 −0.451 −0.235 −0.238 −0.081
Fun −0.339 0.115 −0.378 −0.319 −0.131 0.032
Consistent 0.236 0.227 0.214 −0.620 0.518 0.652
Fluent −0.138 −0.054 −0.227 −0.374 0.028 0.151
Topic 0.528 0.461 0.222 −0.754 0.606 0.746
Robotic 0.841 0.752 −0.070 −0.290 0.106 0.191
Repetitive 0.046 0.004 −0.713 0.182 −0.690 −0.568

Table 5: Pearson correlation (r) of reference free metric scores and human evaluation, where FEDm and FEDl

respectively use medium and large DialoGPT, USR is the overall USR score, USRm=USR-MLM, USRc=USR-
DR(c) and USRf=USR-DR(f).

the model. We therefore provide the topic of con-515

versation to workers in the form of an ice-breaker516

topic statement, corresponding to a randomly se-517

lected persona statement belonging to the agent.518

Again, we run this experiment on MTurk, this time519

contrasting results for our initial data collection520

run where workers freely chose a topic with one521

in which workers were instructed to talk about the522

ice-breaker statement with models.523

Numbers of workers who participated in the Ice-524

breaker run are provided in Table 1, while a break-525

down of results for each model and overall average526

scores are shown in Table 4 as well as the corre-527

lation between scores for systems when a topic528

is freely chosen. Interestingly, in terms of abso-529

lute differences in raw scores, the best performing530

model achieves higher fluency, consistency and531

is deemed less repetitive when evaluated in ice-532

breaker conversations compared those with freely533

chosen topics.9 Relatively speaking, in terms of534

system rankings, no meaningful difference in rel-535

ative performance is observed when models are536

tested in a scenario where the worker chooses537

a topic and when one is prescribed with an ice-538

breaker statement, as can be seen from the strong539

correlation between scores for models in Free run540

1 and Ice-breaker evaluation (Table 4).10541

7 Comparison with Automatic542

Evaluation Metrics543

In this section, we compute the correlation between544

commonly applied automatic metrics and our hu-545

man evaluation methods, including word-overlap-546

based metrics and reference-free metrics, as shown547

in Tables 6 and 5 respectively.548

As can be seen from Tables Tables 6 unfortu-549

9Raw average scores for models in the Ice-breaker run are
additionally provided in Table 10 in Appendix A.4.

10Significance test results for the Ice-breaker evaluation are
provided in Figure 11 in Appendix A.4.

nately no word-overlap metric achieves a strong 550

positive correlation with human assessment, con- 551

firming once again that the invalidity of system 552

rankings currently produced by automatic metric 553

scores. 554

Metric r
ROUGE-L −0.799
METEOR −0.321
BLEU-4 −0.883
BLEU-1 −0.707
GLEU −0.816

Table 6: Pearson correlation (r) of word-overlap metric
scores and human evaluation

In terms of reference-free metrics, results corre- 555

spond better and are more encouraging. FED has 556

the ability of distinguishing “repetitive” models, 557

but for other criteria, it correlates weakly or even 558

negatively with human. Meanwhile, despite USR 559

only correlating marginally with human in terms 560

of consistency and topic loyalty, USR-DR(f) corre- 561

lates closest to human among the three sub-metrics, 562

while it performs best on evaluating consistency 563

and topic loyalty.11 564

8 Conclusion 565

Development of reliable evaluation of open-domain 566

dialogue has been highlighted as a known open- 567

problem. We overcome previous challenges and 568

provide a new human evaluation methodology 569

shown as highly consistent, with results for models 570

correlating at r = 0.969 in two separate data col- 571

lection runs. Our evaluation has the advantage of 572

highly accurate quality control of crowd-sourcing, 573

differences in scoring strategies to be ironed out 574

via score standardization, applicability of standard 575

significance testing while increasing the reliability 576

of results. 577

11The details of word-overlap-based and reference-free met-
rics employed in this research are provided in Appendix A.3.
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A Appendix 776

A.1 Further Details of Meaning Distortion Degradation Procedure 777

To distort the meaning of responses in our quality control degraded performance model, a sequence of 778
words of length r is firstly selected from the response of length n and replaced with a distinct sequence 779
of words, also of length r randomly selected from a distinct dialogue in the training set. Note that the 780
position of the word sequence to be replaced is additionally random with the exception of response of 781
length n ≥ 3, the sequence of replaced words does not include the response initial or final words: 782

• for 1 ≤ n ≤ 3: r is 1 word; 783

• for 4 ≤ n ≤ 5, r is 2 words; 784

• for 6 ≤ n ≤ 8, r is 3 words; 785

• for 9 ≤ n ≤ 15, r is 4 words; 786

• for 16 ≤ n ≤ 29, r is 5 words; 787

• for n ≥ 30, r is bn/5c words. 788

A.2 Worker Payment 789

Each workers was paid 0.99 USD per hit consisting of 6 conversations. The total cost of one run of our evaluation did not exceed 790
250 USD, or 25 USD per model. Note that the quality control method we applied for removing unreliable data is not the criteria 791
for deciding worker payment. A worker whose data is filtered out can still get paid. 792

A.3 Automatic Metrics 793

A.3.1 Word-overlap-based Metrics 794
BLEU BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy evaluate the quality of a system output by computing the n-gram precision 795
according to a set of human-generated references (Papineni et al., 2002). It also uses the brevity penalty to penalize short outputs. 796

GLUE GLEU (Google-BLEU) is a variety of BLEU (Wu et al., 2016). It computes the n-gram precision and recall instead of 797
the standalone precision, and the minimum of precision and recall is reported as the final GLUE score. 798

ROUGE-L ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) is a a recall-adaptation of BLUE, and its wildly- 799
applied variant is ROUGE-L(Lin and Hovy, 2003). ROUGE-L computes the precision and recall using Longest Common 800
Subsequence (LSC) instead of n-gram, and the F1 score of precision and recall is reported as the final ROUGE-L score. 801

METEOR METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit ORdering) was firstly proposed to overcome flaws 802
of BLEU, like no usage of recall (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). It computes the unigram precision and recall, and have a different 803
mechanism of choosing the brevity penalty. 804

In this experiment, the word-overlap-based metric scores are computed on the ConvAI2 test set. 805

A.3.2 Reference-free Metrics 806
FED FED (Fine-grained Evaluation of Dialog) is a pretrained-model based metric to evaluate a textual conversation history 807
(Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a). Given a conversation c, a pretrained model m, two predefined responses rp and rn (p = 808
positive and n = negative), the FED score is Lm(rp|c)− Lm(rn|c) where Lm(r|c) computes the likelihood that the model m 809
will generate a response r to a conversation c. We employed medium and large DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020) as FED scorers , 810
and the full list of predefined positive and negative responses are shown in Table 12. 811

USR USR (an UnSupervised Reference-free metric) uses the pretrained model RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) to assess the quality 812
of a conversation (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020b). It consists of three sub-metrics: USR-MLM is to evaluate the understandability 813
and naturalness, USR-DR(c) and USR-DR(f) are to evaluate the interestingness and consistency. The sub-metric scores then 814
produce an overall score through a regression model. 815

FED and USR scores are computed using the conversations we collected. 816

A.4 Additional Experiment Details and Results 817

We additionally provide a comparison of conversations collected in our live human evaluation and that of ConvAI2 in Figures 818
7, 8, 9, and 10, as well as median number of words and characters for conversations and inputs in Table 11 , showing how 819
challenges reported in the ConvAI2 live evaluation with respect to workers producing very short conversations are overcome by 820
our quality control technique. 821
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Normal Degraded
User: Hello, how are you? User: How are you?
Bot: i am good , a little tired but good ! Bot: I do not have a job. I have broken have a job.
User: I am tired as well, but good too User: Sorry about that?
Bot: i am tired too , but from being out all day . Bot: Thanks. I the love watching old.
User: What do you like doing? User: Tell me about it?
Bot: i enjoy movies , reading books , and even just doing

nothing
Bot: that is cool, do you i supposed to I you travel?

User: I love reading books User: I do not like travelling
Bot: i enjoy reading too ! what is your favorite book ? Bot: I teach meet you, sorryy elementary school.
User: I love the novel "voice of the heart" User: Okay, do you like to swim?
Bot: i have been wanting to read that , i love reading too Bot: do you live sports are u skin am in a house.
User: You should read too User: I love sports, especially soccer
Bot: i do love to read when i have time Bot: I like but ishuold go, books
User: What book was the last book you read? User: How often do you read?
Bot: the notebook , a reread lol Bot: i are your think u r i am a pilot , so i do not have

much time .
User: I haven’t read that User: I envy you, I would love to be a pilot
Bot: i read it yesterday . what do you do for fun ? Bot: I i am 4 felicia!
User: I love going hiking User: I am Ben
Bot: i have not gone hiking a while Bot: Oh, how nice. do you do for you have?
User: I think you should User: I do not understand
Bot: i should Bot: I is your favorite don’t I am sure you will find out

soon.

Figure 4: A typical human-model conversation (left) and a human quality-degraded model conversation (right)
where random response and meaning distortion techniques have been applied to degraded model responses

1. Your task is to have 6 conversations with a chatbot, and a different chatbot will talk to you in each conversation.
2. Before each conversation, you should think of a topic to talk about with the chatbot (your choice of topic). You will be

asked to enter this topic before the conversation starts.
3. The current topic will be displayed to you throughout the conversation.
4. If the chatbot changes the topic to a new one, you should record this by updating the conversation topic using the Topic

button (bottom left).
5. You are also allowed to change the topic, you should use the same button to do this (bottom left).
6. At the end of each conversation, you should tell us what you think about the chatbot.
7. In each conversation, you should type in a minimum of 10 inputs/sentences.
8. The purpose of these HITs where you will generate conversations with chatbots is to test how realistic their conversations

are with users. In order for your data to be useful to us we require that your half of the conversation is also realistic.
For example, your data will not be useful to us if you do the following:
User: Hi
Bot: Hi
User: Hi
Bot: Hi
.. and so on.

9. Another example, if you are too repetitive or your responses are not appropriate given what the chatbot has just said,
this will not be a useful test for them. For example, the following conversation is not ok:
User: Hi
Bot: Hi
User: wow (not appropriate response)
Bot: I saw a good movie last night
User: wow (repetitive)
Bot: Do you like football?
User: I have two children and one dog. (not appropriate response)
.. and so on.

10. We need realistic conversations, so please do your best to talk to the bot as if the bot was another person you actually
want to talk to. Obvious attempts to game the process and ones that don’t make a real effort will unfortunately be
rejected.

11. The chatbot may take a few seconds to respond, please be patient.
12. Please use Chrome and avoid special symbols if possible.
13. There is a feedback box at the end of the HIT. If you encounter any problems, please enter them in this box or email

our MTurk account.

Figure 5: Instructions shown to Mechanical Turk workers before starting the open-domain dialogue human evalu-
ation
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Overall Interesting Fun Consistent Fluent Topic Robotic Repetitive

Overall - 0.959 0.976 0.861 0.966 0.796 0.916 0.674
Interesting 0.927 - 0.992 0.691 0.949 0.599 0.875 0.840
Fun 0.903 0.988 - 0.753 0.961 0.660 0.889 0.783
Consistent 0.842 0.673 0.636 - 0.811 0.969 0.770 0.210
Fluent 0.879 0.939 0.915 0.648 - 0.724 0.857 0.667
Topic 0.745 0.552 0.503 0.915 0.503 - 0.676 0.122
Robotic 0.867 0.830 0.782 0.648 0.867 0.491 - 0.642
Repetitive 0.673 0.770 0.782 0.261 0.770 0.055 0.758 -

Table 7: Correlation of assessed criteria with others when the human dialogue participant is allowed to freely
choose a topic (run 1); correlations in the upper right half correspond to Pearson’s r while lower left are Spearman
Correlation Coefficients
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A 623 0.455 0.635 0.629 0.728 0.924 0.922 −0.443 −0.212
Ap 539 0.423 0.747 0.763 0.555 0.728 0.474 −0.348 0.040
B 553 0.344 0.464 0.407 0.554 0.763 0.822 −0.338 −0.266
Bp 630 0.260 0.464 0.372 0.560 0.581 0.496 −0.412 −0.238
C 539 0.245 0.576 0.492 0.229 0.585 0.043 −0.545 0.337
Cp 609 0.154 0.453 0.390 0.027 0.544 −0.200 −0.515 0.382
D 595 0.002 0.009 −0.064 0.389 0.282 0.656 −0.720 −0.541
E 567 −0.202 −0.063 −0.044 −0.075 0.300 −0.346 −0.646 −0.539
Ep 511 −0.218 −0.152 −0.143 0.043 0.426 −0.352 −0.702 −0.646
Dp 679 −0.258 −0.285 −0.304 0.033 0.209 −0.226 −0.550 −0.683

r − 0.969 0.952 0.927 0.899 0.960 0.951 0.646 0.936

Table 8: Average standardized scores for models in secondary data collection run; workers were free to choose
the topic of conversation (Free Run 2); the correlation (r) between systems in this and a second data collection
run distinct data collection runs; where A=Bi-Encoder Transformer, B=Poly-Encoder Transformer, C=Key-Value
Memory Network, D=Sequence to Sequence, and E=Language Model; models with p models with a the persona;
n denotes total number of ratings; score for robotic and repetitive have been reversed; models ordered by overall
average score
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Figure 6: Pairwise significance test results for systems concluded from Free Run 2, where a colored cell indicates
that the system in that row significantly outperformed the system in that column
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1

A 798 52.49 53.03 54.07 58.12 61.78 65.24 35.73 39.47
B 798 50.41 51.39 51.68 56.37 64.50 67.84 25.63 35.45
Ap 707 45.53 47.38 46.23 48.52 60.17 47.50 28.30 40.62
C 791 43.96 50.50 47.53 35.85 55.73 33.98 27.35 56.76
Cp 714 41.21 47.13 46.26 39.25 55.05 32.07 21.85 46.84
Bp 707 39.93 41.35 40.06 44.93 53.74 43.72 25.25 30.49
D 707 33.71 30.28 29.95 41.72 45.92 49.07 17.30 21.72
Dp 798 29.38 26.19 27.97 37.53 44.19 35.26 17.46 17.06
E 742 28.99 30.75 30.65 31.27 46.42 23.60 15.10 25.13
Ep 763 28.65 29.34 28.50 29.13 47.07 21.30 17.82 27.41

Fr
ee

R
un

2

A 623 51.67 56.62 56.27 59.21 64.69 64.04 27.11 33.74
B 539 49.07 52.42 50.66 54.88 60.86 63.73 29.57 31.38
Ap 553 50.56 59.95 60.23 54.28 60.61 52.06 27.59 39.22
C 630 45.87 55.60 53.02 45.16 54.70 38.72 24.40 49.50
Cp 539 42.27 51.19 49.61 37.90 54.17 30.42 22.74 49.84
Bp 609 46.71 51.92 49.95 54.62 56.01 52.85 28.48 33.10
D 595 38.17 38.31 35.39 50.99 46.38 57.94 16.09 22.08
Dp 567 30.89 31.07 30.37 38.37 44.64 31.47 21.85 18.48
E 679 31.70 35.67 36.32 35.26 46.91 26.79 18.98 21.99
Ep 511 31.66 33.63 33.26 38.77 51.53 26.99 17.63 19.79
r − 0.959 0.947 0.919 0.880 0.951 0.951 0.783 0.945

Table 9: Average raw Direct Assessment scores for each assessed dimension of a range of dialogue systems in
two distinct data collection runs where workers are free to choose the topic (Free run 1; Free run 2); as well as
the correlations of different aspects, where A=Bi-Encoder Transformer, B=Poly-Encoder Transformer, C=Key-
Value Memory Network, D=Sequence to Sequence, and E=LSTM-based; models with p with persona, while those
without p do not have a persona; n denotes total number of ratings; score for robotic and repetitive have been
reversed; models ordered by overall average score
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A 721 53.43 53.65 52.35 63.24 67.28 66.97 28.17 42.32
Ap 721 50.21 54.53 53.50 52.84 58.83 53.18 38.87 39.70
B 742 49.55 49.23 47.76 57.79 60.64 62.22 32.56 36.65
C 784 47.93 56.18 53.69 43.15 56.88 40.46 29.61 55.54
Bp 700 44.94 48.83 46.70 49.58 55.86 49.21 25.82 38.61
Cp 658 42.41 47.98 45.48 37.66 54.51 32.50 26.00 52.72
D 728 35.14 30.32 33.13 42.90 49.92 48.51 20.11 21.09
Ep 721 31.58 31.73 30.82 35.44 47.12 27.06 21.90 26.97
E 721 30.09 33.17 31.95 31.14 47.12 24.90 19.10 23.23
Dp 714 27.22 22.56 22.53 35.22 41.70 34.98 17.44 16.09

r − 0.970 0.955 0.918 0.949 0.928 0.972 0.738 0.968

Table 10: Average raw Direct Assessment scores when the topic via an Ice-breaker statement is selected from
the persona assigned to the model; as well as the correlation between ice-breaker and freely chosen topic (Free
run 1) scores, where A=Bi-Encoder Transformer, B=Poly-Encoder Transformer, C=Key-Value Memory Network,
D=Sequence to Sequence, and E=LSTM-based; Systems with subscript p correspond to the performance of the
corresponding model when the persona is available to the dialogue system; n denotes total number of ratings;
score for robotic and repetitive have been reversed; n is the sample size of ratings combined to produce each score;
models ordered by overall average score.
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Figure 7: Characters per conversation from workers who (a) passed quality control; (b) failed quality control in
our human evaluation; (c) ConvAI2 live evaluation
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Figure 8: Words per conversation from workers who (a) passed quality control; (b) failed quality control in our
human evaluation; (c) ConvAI2 live evaluation
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Figure 9: Characters per input from workers who (a) passed quality control; (b) failed quality control in our human
evaluation; (c) ConvAI2 live evaluation
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Figure 10: Words per input from workers who (a) passed quality control; (b) failed quality control in our human
evaluation; (c) ConvAI2 live evaluation

Passed QC Failed QC ConvAI2

Characters
Median in an Input 27 22 16
Median in a Conversation 249 188 105

Words
Median in an Input 8 6 4
Median in a Conversation 63 48 28

Table 11: Median numbers of words and characters in conversations and inputs provided by workers who passed
quality control; failed quality control in our human evaluation; ConvAI2 live evaluation

Figure 11: Significance test results for Ice-breaker evaluation of models, where a darker colored cell indicates a
stronger win in terms of statistical significance for the system in a given row over the system in a given column
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Figure 12: Screenshot of example live chat between a Mechanical Turk worker who chose books as the conversation
topic in the human evaluation
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Positive Negative
Interesting Wow that is really interesting. That’s not very interesting.

That’s really interesting! That’s really boring.
Cool! That sounds super interesting. That was a really boring response.

Fun Wow that is very fun. That’s not very fun.
Chat with you is enjoyable. I am not having fun.
You are fun.

Consistent - That’s not what you said earlier!
Stop contradicting yourself!

Fluent That makes sense! Is that real English?
You have a good point. I’m so confused right now!

That makes no sense!
Topic - Stop changing the topic so much.

Don’t change the topic!
Robotic - You are robot.

You do not sound like a person
Repetitive - Stop saying the same thing repeatedly.

Why are you repeating yourself?
Stop repeating yourself!

Table 12: Positive and negative utterances employed for FED metric
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